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Abstract—Face recognition could be a type of bio-metric strategy face acknowledgment is mostly used as a region of images and 

filmmaking ready, human computer association, criminal recognizable proof so forth. The Eigen Value Analysis calculation is for the foremost 

half used as a region of a face acknowledgment. There‟s implicit technique for face acknowledgment like Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

Principal element Analysis (PCA), and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and so on. PCA could be a typical procedure for locating styles 

in info of high mensuration. the inspiration info of PCA is deviation, covariance, eigenvector, Manfred Eigen worth so on. This paper focuses on 

mathematical rigors for analyzing the terminologies related to Face recognition system. it's to boot used as a region of example acknowledgment, 

principal elements and image handling .The paper projected a strategy for face recognition with standard approach however enforced 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Image process could be a strategy to vary over an image 

into advanced frame and play out some operations thereon, 

keeping in mind the top goal to induce AN upgraded image or 

to concentrate some valuable knowledge from it. it's a sort 

signal process within which data is image, like video edge or 

image and yield can be image or qualities connected thereupon 

image. generally Image process framework incorporates 

relating to photos as 2 dimensional signs whereas applying 

formally set signal process methods to them. [13,15] 

Matlab:- 

MATLAB could be a superior language for technical 

computing. It integrates computation, mental image, and 

programming in an easy-to-use setting wherever issues and 

solutions square measure expressed in acquainted notation. 

Typical uses embrace 

• Math and computation 

• Algorithm development 

• Data acquisition 

• Modeling, simulation, and prototyping 

• Data analysis, exploration, and mental image 

• Scientific and engineering graphics 

• Application development, as well as graphical 

computer program 

MATLAB permits matrix manipulations, plotting of 

functions and knowledge, implementation of algorithms, 

creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs 

written in different languages, as well as C, C++, Java, 

algebraic language and Python. 

While victimisation MATLAB in a picture process 

technique MATLAB stores AN intensity image as one matrix, 

with every part of the matrix such as one image picture 

element. the weather within the intensity matrix represent 

varied intensities or grey levels, wherever the intensity zero 

represents black and also the intensity one represents full 

intensity or white a part of a picture. [12,13]. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Face recognition is a very difficult and challenging  

research topic in the field of pattern recognition. which is  used 

in many applications area like verification of credit card, 

security access control and human computer interface.[1,2,3,4] 

There are three stages of face recognition:- 

• Face location detection 

• Feature extraction 

• Facial image classification 

  

 

 

Figure 1.Face recognition process. 

 Face location detection:-it may be a 1st stage of face 

recognition. This stage is set a picture contains a face or 

not. If it's face then the system‟s role is to find the position 

of 1 or additional faces within the image [15]. 

 Feature extraction:-it is second stage of face recognition. 

when capturing a face in associate image; we have a 

tendency to proceed to extract the options of the face [4]. 

This step is vital attributable to  recognition of facial 

expressions and additionally for his or her movements [6]. 

 There square measure 2 approaches of feature extraction:- 

o Local feature:-this approach is used for extract the 

information of particular human body like   eyes, noise, mouth 

etc.  

o Global feature:- this approach is used for extract the 

feature of  whole image [7]. 
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 Facial image classification or recognition:-It may be a 

finally stage of face recognition. that is employed for  

authentication and identification.[11] 

Face  recognition is employed in numerous  application 

space . it may be utilized in the general public sector(driving 

license, force area, games event, airport, etc.) and it's 

additionally utilized in the personal sector (online service, 

commerce, banking, embedded application, mobile device 

security, etc.).[14,15,16] 

 

III. ADVANTAGES OF FACE RECOGNITION 

 Short time: it's quickest biometric technique. it's used 

period application as a result of you have got to travel 

through the biometric system one time [12]. 

 High security: this method give high security facility. 

Example of a corporation that's checking the identities of 

individuals at the entry; such a biometric system permits 

not solely workers to examine present at the time, however 

it's conjointly check  any visitant that is else to the 

biometric system [13],[14]. Automatic system: this kind of 

technique is employed automatally.their isn't would like 

someone controller.[15]. 

 Easy used: this method are often simply employed in a 

corporation as a result of solely wants the installation of 

the capturing system (camera) [9]. 

 High success rate: this kind of technique has achieved high 

recognition rates, particularly with the emergence of three-

dimensional technology, that makes it terribly troublesome 

to cheat. this  technique provides confidence to the system 

users.[10]. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Eigen values and the associated eigenvectors are the special 

properties of square matrices. While the eigenvalues 

parameterize the dynamical properties of the system 

(timescales, amplification factors etc.) 

Step 1. First input the square matrix. 

 B= [1 2 3; 2 3 4; 2 5 6] 

Step 2.then calculate Eigen value using fig () function. 

 [VB, DB]=eig (B) 

 Here VB=eigenvectors of columns corresponding 

 DB=diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 

Step 3. End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start 

Original faces training Set 

E=eigenfaces(trainingSet) 

W=Weights (E, trainingSet) 

Input unknown image X 

Wx=Weight (E, X) 

D=age (distance (W,Wx)) 

D<0Wx=

Weight(

E,X) 

X is face X is not face 

Store X and 

Wx 

End 
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Eigen values and the associated eigenvectors are the 

special properties of square matrices. While the eigenvalues 

parameterize the dynamical properties of the system 

(timescales, amplification factors etc.) 

Step 1. First input the square matrix. 

 B= [1 2 3; 2 3 4; 2 5 6] 

Step 2.then calculate Eigen value using fig () function. 

[VB, DB]=eig (B) 

Here VB=eigenvectors of columns corresponding 

DB=diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 

Step 3. End. 

VI. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Description of the eigenface-based algorithm.  

1)The 1st stage is to insert a collection of pictures into a 

info, these pictures area unit names because the training set 

and it's used once we compare pictures and once we 

produce the Eigen faces.  

for i=0 to two hundred 

tranimgset=imread(„imagename.jpg); 

end 

2) The second stage is to form the Eigen faces. Eigen faces 

square measure implement for extracting characteristic 

options within the faces. The input pictures area unit 

normalized in keeping with  the eyes and mouths. Then 

resized the trainingsetimage.trainingset may be a variable 

that is assortment of pictures that they need constant size. 

currently extracted eigenfaces     from the gathering of 

pictures knowledge by employing a mathematical tool that 

is referred to as Principal component Analysis (PCA).  

[h,w,n]=size (tranimgset); 

 d=h*w; 

 X=reshape (tranimgset,[d n]); 

 S=cov (X‟); estimate variance 

 [V,D]=eig(S);                            

3)When the eigenfaces are created, then every image are 

going to be depicted as a vector of weights that is depicted 

by W.  

     W=Weights (E, trainingset); 

4)Now take the unknown image that is recognized. This 

unknown image is depicted by X . This unknown image is 

compared to the weights that is calculated already. 

X=imread(„face.jpg‟); unknown image 

Wx=Weight (E, X); 

5)If the input image's weight is over a given threshold it's 

thought of to be unidentified. The identification of the 

input image is finished by finding the image within the info 

whose weights area unit the nearest to the weights of the 

input image. if the provide image is accessible within the 

assortment of pictures then are going to be came to the user 

of the system.[2,3,4,5,8,9,10] 

D=age (distance (W,Wx)); 

If(D&gt;0)then 

{ 

 come X is face 

} 

 Else 

{ 

 come back X isn't face   

} 

6)   End 

VII. RESULT 

The Eigen face approach for Face Recognition process is 

quick and basic which functions admirably under constrained 

condition [7]. It is one of the best reasonable answers for the 

issue of face acknowledgment. Numerous applications which 

require confront acknowledgment don't require culminate 

Identification yet simply low mistake rate [8]. So as opposed 

to looking extensive database of confronts, it is ideal to give 

little arrangement of likely matches. By utilizing Eigen 

confront approach, this little arrangement of likelymatches for 

given pictures can be effortlessly obtained [5]. The Eigen 

appearances are the eigenvectors of covariance grid speaking 

to the picture space [6].. 

Implementing code:- 

B= [1 2 3; 2 3 4; 2 5 6] 

[VB, DB]=eig (B); 

B*VB-VB*DB 

[VN,DN]=eig(B,‟nobalance‟) 

B*VN-VN*DN\ 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The Eigen face approach for Face Recognition process is 

quick and basic which functions admirably under constrained 

condition [7]. It is one of the best reasonable answers for the 

issue of face acknowledgment. Numerous applications which 

require confront acknowledgment don't require culminate 

Identification yet simply low mistake rate [8]. So as opposed 
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to looking extensive database of confronts, it is ideal to give 

little arrangement of likely matches. By utilizing Eigen 

confront approach, this little arrangement of likelymatches for 

given pictures can be effortlessly obtained [5]. The Eigen 

appearances are the eigenvectors of covariance grid speaking 

to the picture space [6]. 
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